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ABSTRACT
A finite element method is presented for solution of
direct and inverse heat conduction problems in rock materials.

Finite element programs for direct and inverse heat

conduction problems were developed and demonstrated.

Flow

charts are given for the finite element programs.
The direct finite element heat conduction program
changes material properties with temperature to approximate
the temperature dependent properties of rock materials.

An

example problem was solved by the finite element method and
also using Kirchoff's transformation.

The finite element

solution compared quite well with the Kirchoff transformation solution.
The inverse method utilizes the direct finite element
heat conduction program to iterate for the inverse solution.

Data to test the inverse finite element program was

generated with the direct finite element program of this
research.

The inverse program solved these generated prob-

lems very accurately.
Internal temperature and fracture time measurements
are presented on a series of hollow Dresser Basalt cylinders heated by a Kanthal wire heater.

The internal tem-

perature measurements were used in conjunction with the
inverse method to obtain surface temperatures.

The sur-

face temperatures were used for thermal stress calculations
to obtain time to fracture for an infinite cylinder.
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NOMENCLATURE AND LIST OF SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used in this presentation.

*
{

**

1

-

- footnote symbol,
- column matrix (vector)
r x 1,

}

of dimensions

- sum of heat force vectors,

{q}

- steady state thermal load vector,

{q}
ss
t

- sum of element heat force vectors
at time t,

t- 6. t

- sum of element heat force vectors
at time t- 6. t,

avg

- vector of average nodal point
temperatures,

{q}
{q}
{T}
. {T}
i

ss

- steady state vector of nodal point
temperature,

t

- vector of all nodal point temperatures at time t,

t- 6. t

- vector of all nodal point temperatures at time t- 6. t,

{T}
{T}
{T}
[

- vector of all nodal point temperatures at an intermediate time
between t and t- 6. t,

- matrix of dimensions r x c,

]

- sum of element heat capacity matrices,

[C]
[C]
avg

- temperature dependent heat capacity
matrix, evaluated at {T}
,
avg
- sum of element conductivity matrices,

[K]

constant conductivity matrix,

[K]
0

xi

[ Ll K]

- matrix used to adjust thermal loads,

[K]

- temperature dependent conductivity
matrix, evaluated at · {T}
,
avg

avg

- steady state conductive matrix,
55

- functional,
- functional in terms of unknown
surface function,

r,e,z

cylindrical coordinates,

x,y,z

- cartesian coordinates,

A

- beginning time of the measurement of
experimental temperature,

a

-

B

- time at the end of the measurement
of the time interval of the experimental temperature,

lower limit of time interval,

upper limit of time interval,

b

c

- temperature dependent heat capacity,

d

- distance from the surface to an
internal point,

dg

- boundary condition or surface
condition improvement,

F

- partial derivative of F with respect
to g,

g

partial derivative of F with respect
to g ,
X

F

g

y

- partial derivative of F with respect
to g ,
y

partial derivative of F with respect
to g ,
z

xii

partial derivative of F with respect
to gt,
FEM

- Finite Element Method

f (t)

- variation of boundary temperature
with time,

g

- unknown or assumed surface function,

g
0

- starting value of an assumed boundary
condition,
partial derivative of g with respect
to x,
- partial derivative of
to y,

g

with respect

- partial derivative of g with respect
to z,
- partial derivative of g with respect
to t,
h

-

convective coefficient,

K

- temperature dependent conductivity,
- temperature dependent conductivity,
evaluated at T ,
r

iteration parameter for inverse
solution,
- slope of an assumed linear boundary
condition

m

N

number of time steps,

nf

number of future times,
- region where internal temperatures
are known,

R

R

1

RMERC

- region where experimental measurements are made,
- Rock Mechanics and Explosive Research
Center at the University of MissouriRolla,

xiii

r

- inside radius of a hollow cylinder,

i

- outside radius of a hollow cylinder,

r
0

distance from center of hollow
cylinder to thermocouple tip,
T
T

- temperature,
reference temperature,

r

- temperature that results from a
boundary condition or a surface
heat condition of (g+E),
- increment of time,

~t

- iteration index, for iteration of
material properties,

v

v

1

v

I

2

I

v

n

- small volumes in which temperatures
are measured,

w

- weighting factor,

y

- given or known experimental temperature,
nondimensional interval size,

~T
~T

time interval size,
0

E

- small number,

n

- index of measured points,

p

- density,

T

- period variation of surface heat,
- material property time lag constant,

T

0

e
v
T

transformed temperature,
-wave velocity,
time for a thermal wave to travel
from the surface to an internal
point,

xiv

- frequency of thermal wave,

w

w

surface

highest frequency component of
srirface heat variation.
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

The Need for Thermal Analysis of Rock Materials
In recent years much interest has been generated

in thermal weakening, thermal fracturing, and combined
thermal-mechanical fracturing of rock materials.

All of

the above require some knowledge of heat transfer in rock
materials.

In general rock materials are inhomogeneous,

anisotropic and have material properties which are ternperature dependent.

These facts lead to nonlinear partial

differential equations which are used to determine their
behavior.
The complexity of rock materials has prevented exact
analytical treatment of the heat transfer problems.

Sim-

plifying approximations of linear, homogeneous, isotropic
materials are normally made.

Thus, the influence of the

temperature dependence of material properties is usually
not included.

Patel (1)

*

included the effect of tempera-

ture on Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio in his finite
element stress analysis.

However, the effect of tempera-

ture on the thermal properties was not treated.

This dis-

sertation will provide a tool for allowing the effect o f
temperature on thermal properties to be included in the
thermal analysis of rock materials.

The last step of

*Numbers underlined and in parentheses ref er to
listings in the bibliography.

2

including the effect of temperature on fracture analysis
will require future work.
The usual problem encountered in conductive heat
transfer is one where the boundary conditions are known
and information is desired about the region inside the
boundary.

However, a problem of practical importance

arises if the heat transfer conditions are known inside the
body and the boundary conditions are not known.

The first

heat conduction problem being the direct problem of heat
conduction and the second being classified as the inverse
problem of heat conduction.

It is evident that a close

relationship exists between the direct problem and the
inverse problem since they both must satisfy the same laws
of heat transfer.
The solution of heat transfer problems, of course, can
be no better than the material properties data used in
their analysis.

Rock material thermal properties have not

been tested and cataloged to the extent that many manufacturing materials have been.

The need for thermal analysis

of rock materials has caused some work to be done to determine the thermal properties of rocks.

The number of rock

materials that have been tested is limited and the data
available for any particular rock is often incomplete.
The heat transfer procedures of this dissertation assume
that valid thermal properties are available, as will be
the case in the future.

3

As with the thermal properties, temperature dependent
material properties for stress analysis are not available
for all rock materials.

Data for the temperature depen-

dence of fracture properties of rock materials can at best
be called a first approximation.
B.

The Direct Method of Heat Transfer for Rock Materials
1.

Selection of the Finite Element Method

Numerous

methods are available for solution of heat conduction problems with temperature dependent material properties

(~).

For problems with complicated geometry as well as temperature dependent material properties, the number of methods
is much smaller, primarily the finite difference method
and the finite element method.

Solutions of complex non-

linear heat conduction problems by finite differences have
become quite advanced.

The finite element method has been

slower developing along these lines, and in fact, is not
presently recommended for use with nonlinear transient
problems (3).

However, the versatility of finite element

programs for handling a variety of problems, ease of application and adaptability for instructional purposes can
offset any of its present negative aspects.
The heat transfer studies form an integral part of a
thermal stress analysis, thus, the thermal analysis and
stress analysis should be compatible.

The temperature

dependent finite element thermal stress program developed
by Patel ( 1) was coupled with the thermal

ana~lysis

program

4

of this research to form a completely temperature dependent
thermal stress analysis.
It was on this basis that the finite element method
was chosen.
2.

The Finite Element Method

Reference (4)

covers

the development of the finite element method and includes
applications to heat transfer problems.

Chapter nine of

reference {5) deals with application of the finite element
method to heat transfer.

The capability of solving all

types of nonlinear heat conduction problems is beyond the
scope of this dissertation.

Only nonlinear heat conduction

problems which allow linearization for small time intervals
will be considered.

A linear formulation of the finite

element method and a procedure for changing material properties between time intervals was used.
While there are many difficulties associated with nonlinear heat transfer in rock materials, rock materials in
general have a low diffusivity which insures slow penetration of heat and consequently slow changes in temperature
within the body.

These slow changes in temperature pro-

duce slow changes in material properties and allow linearization of the nonlinear partial differential equation,
when considered for short intervals of time.

Materials

other than rock materials that are only mildly temperature
dependent can be treated in the same manner if the material properties are changing slowly.

5

The finite element method divides the body into
geometric elements.

The time coordinate is also usually

divided into small intervals of time.

The thermal loads,

either due to heat sources or boundary conditions, should
not be so large as to produce large temperature gradients
across any element during a time interval.

The analysis

for a time interval was made with each element having its
average material properties for that time interval.

To

obtain the average material properties required iteration.
The boundary conditions were assumed to be constant for
each individual time interval but were allowed to vary
between time intervals.

c.

The Inverse Method of Heat Transfer
1.

The Reason for Inverse Problems

Since thermal

properties are incomplete for many rocks, many of the
present thermal studies of rock materials are experimental.
The experimental measurement of surface heat flux or surface temperatures is difficult in many cases, e.g. ablation, quenching, etc.

The boundary temperatures produced

by nonlinear heaters will be found by experimentally measuring internal temperatures and calculating the surface
temperatures.

This procedure, while useful in rock me-

chanics, also finds applications in other areas where
knowledge of surface temperature is desired, e.g. determination of convective coefficients, calculations of surface temperatures inside a combustion chamber, etc.

6

2.

The Associated Direct Problem

Closely related

to each inverse problem is a direct problem which is called
the associated direct problem.

An associated direct prob-

lem has the same partial differential equation, initial
conditions, geometry and material properties but has specified boundary conditions instead of specified internal
conditions.

Because of its close relationship to the

inverse problem, the associated direct problem can be used
to give insight to the difficulties in solution of the
inverse problem as well as to study parameters which will
influence the inverse solution.

The geometry as well as

the material properties are the same for both the inverse
problem and its associated direct problem.

If numerical

treatment of the associated direct problem was required
for its solution because of geometry or temperature dependent material properties, then solution of the inverse
problem would also require numerical treatment.

In a

direct heat conduction problem, if the mode of heat transfer from outside the region to a surface of the region is
radiation, then the boundary condition is nonlinear.

The

inverse problem can be solved for the unknown boundary
condition, as either a surface heat flux or a surface
temperature, without regard to the method or mode of heat
transfer to the surface from outside the region.

Thus, if

the unknown boundary condition is nonlinear because of the
external mode of heat transfer to the boundary, i t can be

7

replaced by a linear boundary condition.
3.

Damping and Delay of Thennal Disturbances

In

general if an internal temperature is measured and the
surface heat transfer condition is to be calculated, this
requires the solution of an inverse problem.

The recon-

struction of a surface heat transfer condition from an experimental temperature history will always contain factors
of uncertainty.

These uncertainties occur because materi-

als that conduct thenual disturbances also damp and delay
the thermal disturbances.

A thermal disturbance is either

a change in heat flux or temperature that occurs over some
interval of time.

The term damp means that the magnitude

of a thermal disturbance will be decreased as it travels
between two points in the material.

The damping is a

function of the frequency content of the thermal disturbance, material properties and distance from the point of
origin of the disturbance.

The frequency content of a

thermal disturbance is the range of frequencies contained
in a Fourier series representation of the thermal disturbance.

The higher frequencies will be more heavily damped

and the greater the distance from the origin of the disturbance, the greater the disturbance will be damped.
The material between a surface thermal disturbance
and an internal point acts as a filter that filters out
the higher frequencies.

A cut of£ frequency could be

defined as the frequency at which the surface temperature

8

could vary and not be detected by experimental measurement
at a selected internal point.

Any surface thermal distur-

bance of higher frequency than the cut off frequency would
not affect the measured data.

Frequency components of the

surface thermal disturbance above the cut off frequency
will not appear in the measured data.

The filtering

action of the material restricts the frequency content
of the measured data, thereby restricting the information
available to reconstruct the surface thermal disturbance.
In fact, the measured data cannot yield information about
the surface temperature frequency content above the cut
off frequency.
There are two delay times which must be considered
when solving an inverse problem based on experimental
data.

Actual delay time is the time required for thermal

disturbances to propagate from one point to another in an
experimental or physical body.

This delay will occur,

because in a physical system time is required f or a dis turbance to travel between two points.

Mathematical model

time delay is the time required for the thermal disturbance to propagate f rom one point to another in the mathematical model.

This delay may be zero in a mathematical

model and is zero for heat conduction theories based on
F ourier's law.

Classical he a t

conduction is based on

Fourier's law o f heat conduction.

One o f the r e cognize d

drawbacks to the classical heat conduction theory is that

9

i t predicts that the propagation speed of a thermal disturbance is infinite (6).

While this appears disturbing

at first glance, the classical theory correlates quite
well with the bulk of experimental results.
Thermal Waves

4.

In (1867), Maxwell (7) obtained

an additional term in his derivation of Fourier's law but
he discarded it.

Cattaneo (8)

and others

(~-15)

later

used the following relationship to replace Fourier's law.
q + crq

=

-KcraT
ax

( 1. 1)

where
q

= heat flux

q = rate of change of heat flux with time
aT = temperature gradient
ax
K = thermal conductivity
1 =
cr
=

( 1. 2)

T

0

time lag required for a steady state
condition in a small volume of material
subjected to a thermal gradient, which
is the time required for the q term to
become negligible

Their formulation transforms the heat conduction equation
from a parabolic equation into a hyperbolic equation.

The

resulting propagation speeds of thermal disturbances are
finite.

A physical interpretation of Equation (1.1)

given by Chester (11).

is

If T is very small Equation (1.1)
0

10

reduces to Fourier's law.
q

=

-K aT

( 1.

ax

3)

Later Gurtin and Pipkin (16) set out a general theory
of heat conduction which allowed calculation of the speeds
of thermal waves.

However, they introduced material prop-

erty functions which are not readily available.
Equation (1.1)

They show

to be a specialized case of their formu-

lation.
Nunziato (17)

developed his own constitutive equation

and arrived at a formulation similar to that of Gurtin
and Pipkin.

Nunziato considered a plane progressive

damped thermal wave and calculated the wave speed and attenuation of the wave based on his t4eory.

As in the work

of Pipkin and Gurtin, special material properties are
defined which are not readily available.

However, he did

show that the wave speed of the new theory approaches the
wave speeds obtained by classical theory as the frequency
of the wave approaches zero.
Thus,

th~

classical theory and the newer theories

come together for thermal disturbances of low frequencies
or surface inputs which are relatively slow.

The direct

and inverse methods of heat conduction are completely
dependent on the heat conduction theory selected for
analysis.

One should be aware that in some situations the

classical heat conduction formulation may be in error and

ll

require use of one of the newer heat conduction theories.
The inverse method of Chapter III could be used equally
well with any of the heat conduction formulations.

How-

ever, the direct method of Chapter II is formulated based
on classical heat conduction theory.
5.

Previous Work

Inverse problems have been solved

by either extrapolation of internal temperatures to obtain
the surface temperature, graphical solution of the inverse
problem, using a direct heat conduction solution, or an
analytical formulation of the inverse problem (l8-35) .
Some of the inverse solutions had oscillations and instabilities.

These instabilities are a result of trying to

extract all of the information that is present in an internal history.

There must be some point at which all of

the information has been obtained and any further attempts
to extract information will be fruitless.

The objective

of an inverse method should be to extract all available
information.

The inverse methods discussed here will be

those which either discovered instabilities or indicated
how to treat them.
Stolz (l8) was one of the first to deal with the inverse problem in the literature.

He formulated the inverse

problem as a direct problem and then expressed the solution as an integral equation in terms of the unknown
boundary condition.

He then numerically inverted the in-

tegral equation to obtain the unknown boundary condition.
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The numerical inversion procedure required that the internal temperature history as well as the boundary condition
be constant for each individual time interval.

To make

this assumption accurate the time interval size in some
cases would have to be very small.

He discovered that

the time step size in his numerical procedure could not
be reduced indefinitely without producing numerical oscillations.
Sparrow et al.
Laplace transforms.

(25) solved the inverse problem using
As with Stolz's method the final sol-

ution requires numerical inversion of an integral equation.
The internal time history was divided into time intervals
for the numerical inversion.

If the time intervals were

made too small, numerical oscillations would appear in
their solution.

They estimated the time interval size at

which oscillations would occur and outlined a procedure
for reducing the oscillations.

Their procedure utilized

the experimental internal history in advance of the time
interval being calculated.

They could obtain solutions

for small time intervals, however, these solutions were
directly tied to a larger time interval.
Beck (31)

used nonlinear estimation and iterated with

the direct solution to solve an inverse problem with ternperature dependent material properties.

Iteration of a

direct solution requires assuming the unknown boundary
condition and solving for the internal temperature.

An
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improvement on the assumed boundary condition is made
based on the error between the calculated internal temperature and the experimental temperature specified in
the inverse problem.

The nonlinear estimation procedure

provides a means to calculate improvements to the assumed
boundary condition.

For linear problems the nonlinear

estimation procedure acts as a linear filter (31) and for
the nonlinear problems the estimation procedure acts as a
basis for iteration for the solution.

The nonlinear es-

timation procedure required the evaluation of the internal
temperature response to a change in boundary conditions
and solution of the associated direct problem.

Beck used

a finite difference formulation for numerical evaluation
of both the associated direct problem and the internal
temperature response due to a change in the boundary conditions.

An improvement to the assumed boundary condi-

tion was calculated from the internal temperature response
to a change in boundary conditions along with the difference between the finite difference solution of the associated direct problem and the given internal history. The
use of the finite difference solution required that the
boundary condition and the

expe~imental

be divided into small time intervals.

internal history
The boundary condi-

tions were assumed to be constant for each time interval.
To make this assumption accurate, it was necessary to be
able to make the time intervals small and still obtain a
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stable solution.

The internal temperature response to a

change in boundary conditions was evaluated by applying a
small change to the boundary condition for one time interval and dividing the internal temperature change by the
change in the boundary condition.

If the time interval

was small, then the internal temperature response was also
small.

If the internal temperature response to an improve-

ment in the boundary condition estimate was too small, the
estimation procedure became impossible.

Beck defined the

nondimensional internal temperature response to a change
in surface heat flux as a sensitivity coefficient.

The

iteration procedure requires a sufficiently large sensitivity coefficient to be stable and the larger the sensitivity coefficient the better the convergence.
Beck considered the surface thermal disturbance for
a particular time interval to influence the internal temperature at the time interval the disturbance occurs plus
some additional time intervals after the time interval of
the surface disturbance.
intervals future times.

He called the additional time
He recognized that for small time

interval sizes there was a time delay between a surface
thermal disturbance and a maximum temperature response at
an internal point.

His concern was not for calculation

of the time delay but taking advantage of the time delay
to simplify and stabilize his numerical procedure.

Using

a finite differe nce solution to a direct heat conduction
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problem, Beck determined a recommended number of future
times for four different time interval sizes.

He limits

his recommendation to small time interval sizes and to a
small number of future times.

To increase the magnitude

of the internal temperature response in his inverse method,
he applied his assumed boundary condition for more than
one time interval.

The number of additional time inter-

vals were equal to his recommended number of future times.
He then solved the inverse problem for the extended time
period and used that inverse solution to approximate the
inverse solution for the first time interval.
This procedure does not really reduce the time step
sizes since one must make an assumption of constant surface
heat transfer conditions for a longer period of time than
the basic time interval.

The amount of error will, of

course, depend on how fast the surface condition is changing.

If the surface condition is nearly constant for the

longer period, then the additional time steps would introduce little error.

The smaller time steps would not

give additional information about the surface condition
but would allow the direct problem to be more accurately
modeled.

Very small steps may be required in the direct

problem to allow linearization of the nonlinear partial
differential equation.
If the surface conditions do not allow a constant
assumption for the larger interval of time, the surface
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condition can be assumed to be a linear £unction o£ time
over the time period.

Beck's £ormulation shows the con-

stant sur£ace condition to be superior to the linear assumption based on sensitivity coe££icients.
The limitation on the time interval size is dependent on the accuracy with which the internal response
can be calculated.

This accuracy will be dependent on the

model and on the computing equipment.

Thus, each problem

will have its own smallest time interval size.

I£ smaller

step sizes are required, then more accurate calculations
will also be required.
6.

Selection o£ an Inverse Method

The inverse

method should be applicable to a large variety o£ problems
i.e., temperature dependent materials, composite materials, as well as three dimensional problems.

0£ the methods

considered in the literature only the analytical £ormulation o£ the inverse and iteration o£ a direct solution
have the capabilities o£ solving complicated geometries.
0£ these two methods, iteration o£ a direct solution has
the added advantage that techniques £or solving direct
heat conduction problems have been studied £or many years
and are relatively advanced.

It was £or this reason that

the method o£ iteration o£ a direct solution was chosen.
The solution to an inverse problem by iteration with
a direct solution requires only the ability to solve the
direct problem £or an assumed sur£ace condition and a
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method of improving the assumed surface condition.

The

procedure involves assuming a surface condition and using
the direct method to solve for the internal temperatures.
The calculated internal temperatures are compared to the
given internal temperatures to check the validity of the
assumed surface condition.

If the assumed surface condi-

tion is in error, then an improvement is made to the assumed surface condition.

The iteration is continued until

an acceptable surface condition is obtained.
The inverse method of this research will be based on
the principles outlined by Beck (31), however, a more general variational approach is taken to determine the surface heat function.

Beck's formulation is then a special

case of the more general formulation of this research.

It

will be shown here that the estimate of the delay time can
be used to stabilize the numerical procedure.
7.

Experimental Example

A practical test requires

the use of the inverse method with experimental data.
During the course of this research, experimental data was
collected on heat transfer from Kanthal wire wound heaters
to hollow Dresser Basalt cylinders.

The modes of heat

transfer were radiation, conduction and convection from
the heater to the inside surface of the Dresser Basalt
cylinder.

These experiments were to give insight into

heat transfer from the heaters to Dresser Basalt for use
in thermal stress and thermal fracture studies.
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Since the Dresser Basalt cylinders of the experiments would fracture during their thermal test, they were
also instrumented with strain gages.

Thus, the tests

would provide heat transfer data as well as fracture data.
The inverse solution which resulted from experimental
data was used with the direct method to obtain internal
temperature distributions.

Thermal stresses were calcu-

lated, as well as time to fracture, for a simple infinite
cylinder model.

The time to fracture for the simple model

was compared to that of the experimental model.
D.

Discussion of Fracture Considerations
A full discussion of fracture analysis is beyond the

scope of this dissertation, however, a few brief remarks
will be made.

Tettleman (36) states, "Fracture is an in-

homogeneous process of deformation that causes regions of
material to separate and load carrying capacity to decrease
to zero."
It is obvious from this definition that fracture is
a highly localized condition.

The formation of a crack

will depend on local conditions at the tip of the crack.
The difficulty in predicting under what condition a crack
will form is evidenced by the number of papers in the
literature dealing with fracture.

The extension of the

theory of fracture from a localized condition to a crack
propagating across an arbitrarily loaded and arbitrarily
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shaped body adds another dimension to the problem.
Jaeger (37) discusses many aspects of fracture of
rock materials including four fracture theories and seven
types of fracture tests, as well as some of the many
things that complicate the analysis of fracture of rock
materials.

The four theories discussed by Jaeger are the

Coulornb-Navier theory, the Mohr theory, the Griffith theory, and the modified Griffith theory.

All of these frac-

ture theories predict tensile fracture initiation when the
tensile stress is greater than the tensile fracture stress
of a specimen in a tensile test.

One of the theories to

predict fracture initiation in rock materials is the criteria for fracture initiation as developed by Griffith and
modified by McClintock-Walsh (38).
The modified Griffith criteria is used to predict
fracture initiation if the stress normal to the crack
tends to cause crack closure.

If the stress normal to the

crack is tensile, the original Griffith crite r ia is used
to predict fracture initiation.

When the tensile stresses

in a brittle rock material at a crack tip reach a critical
value, the n fractur e initiation, fracture propagation a nd
complete failure can occur nearly simultaneously.

For

tensile stresses, Griffith's fracture initiation criterion
may be used to pre dict the strengt h behavior of rock (39).
The p r oblem b e come s f u r ther complica t e d when th e
stresses are thermally induced.

Chen and Marovelli (40)
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state, "Although the number o£ published analytical and
experimental investigations conducted on ceramic and
refractory materials is large, the literature reveals
there is a lack o£ information on both the theoretical
and actual response o£ rock to thermal shock."
The Gri££ith criteria although not specifically formulated £or predicting thermal fracture initiation in an
arbitrarily shaped rock body can be used as a first approximation to thermal fracture initiation.

For an in£i-

nite hollow cylinder with only a radial temperature variation resulting £rom internal heating, the fracture criteria are satisfied when the tangential stress is greater
than the tensile fracture stress.
E.

Material Properties
Few i£ any natural rock materials have all o£ their

thermal or mechanical properties available £or a complete
temperature, thermal stress or fracture analysis.

There

is no universal set o£ units £or the thermal properties
and no data to indicate how temperature a££ects fracture
strength.

Dresser Basalt has been a popular material £or

thermal stress studies because i t does have many o£ its
thermal and mechanical properties tabulated.

Dresser

Basalt was chosen £or the experimental tests o£ this dissertation.

The units o£ the material properties are given

as they appear in the literature.

Finite element programs
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are normally written for a consistent set of dimensional
units throughout.

After the FEM programs of this research

were checked by solving example problems, then the necessary changes were made to copies of the program to allow
the dimensional units to be mixed.

These altered programs

converted dimensional units, where necessary, and were designated as "special".
Dresser Basalt is considered as a relatively homogeneous material.
1.

The properties are as follows:

Heat capacity (41) is given as a bilinear curve as
c p = co + C 1T

100°C -< T -< 575°C

Co = 0.217579
c1 = 0.123421

X

10- 3
575°C -< T -< 1000°C

cP = 0.258507

cal
gram°C
= temperature, degrees Centigrade

cP = heat capacity,
T

(

There is no data given for the heat capacity below 100°C
and the heat capacity is discontinuous at 575°C.

For the

purposes of this research the heat capacity curve was extrapolated to include temperatures down to 20°C.
2.

Thermal conductivity

<g>

is given as

2 + K1T 2
1/K = K1 + K~ + K1T
3
2
1
0
K1 = 0.6272
0

K1 = 2.965 X 10- 4
1
K 1 = - 2.067 X 10- 7
2
Kl = 9.327 X 10- 1 1
3

500°R <

T

-< 2100°R
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K = thermal conductivity, (

Btu
)
ft hr °F
T = temperature, degrees Rankine
3.

Density is considered constant and is given as

2 . 9 7 gm/ em 3

(

4 3) .

4.

The convective coefficient, h, is approximated

5.

The values of the Poisson's ratio, Young's

modulus and the coefficient of thermal expansion are given
in Table I

(4 3) .
TABLE I

Mechanical Properties Versus Temperature

T, degrees
Centigrade

E, 10 9 N/M

11

aT

X

10- 2

-24

100.7

.24

0.007

122

98.6

.24

0.140

260

95.1

.22

0.200

371

87.6

.19

0.350

where
E =Young's modulus
11 = Poisson's ratio
a = thermal expansion coefficient
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6.

The ultimate strength in tension of Dresser

Basalt is given as 2,195 psi (1).
7.

The influence of temperature on fracture strength

is not available.
F.

Influence of Thermocouples on Measured Temperature
Temperatures measured in materials with low conduc-

tivities can be considerably in error when measured by a
thermocouple with a much higher conductivity.

Beck (47-49)

--

shows that the removal of material for subsurface temperature measurement, as well as differences between material
properties of the thermocouple and measured material can
introduce considerable error in temperature measurements.
These errors can be approximately accounted for when

sol~

ving the inverse method by including the thermocouple in
the mathematical model of the experiment.
G.

Objective and Scope
The object of this dissertation is to develop and dem-

onstrate a practical method for the study of heat transfer in rock materials both from direct and inverse considerations.
The scope of this thesis is:
1.

The development of an analysis technique to eval-

uate temperature distributions in rock materials.

The

rock materials may have temperature dependent material
properties but these functions must be continuous functions
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as well as have continuous first derivatives with respect
to temperature.
2.

The development of an analysis technique to

solve for surface temperatures or surface heat fluxes from
experimentally measured internal temperatures.
3.

Experimental measurement of internal temperatures

for Dresser Basalt cylinders.
4.

Experimental measurement of time to fracture

for Dresser Basalt cylinders.
5.

Simplified stress and fracture analysis to indi-

cate possible use of the heat transfer programs.
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II. THE DIRECT METHOD
A linear transient finite element thermal analysis
was used to approximate temperature distributions in materials with temperature dependent properties.

The material

properties were assumed to be constant for any one time
i nterval but were allowed to vary between time intervals.
The element material properties were based on the average
temperature of the element for each time interval.

Iter a-

tion was required to obtain the element average temperature.
A.

Linear Finite Element Equations
The finite element matrix form of the linear transient

heat conduction equation given by Wilson and Nickell (50)
is
12 ilt[K]) {T}
t- Ll t
( 2 .1)

where
[K]

=

sum of element conductivity matrices

[C]

=

sum of element heat capacity matrices

{-} = sum of element heat force vectors at time t
q t
{-}

q t- ilt

=

sum of element heat force vectors at
time t- Ll t

{T} = vector of all nodal temperatures at time t
t
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{T}t- ~t = vector of all nodal temperatures at time
t-

t

~

To simplify the solution they define a new vector of
nodal temperature as
( 2. 2)

Substituting Equation (2.2)

into Equation (2.1)

and re-

arranging gives
( ;t[C] +

[K])

{T}i

= ~t[C]

{T}t-

~t

+ ;{q}t

1 -

+ 2{q}t- ~ t
The only unknown in Equation (2.3)

( 2. 3)

is the temperature

vector {T} .•
1.

B.

Linear Approximation for the Nonlinear Case
The linear approximation consists of assuming the

material properties to be constant for each time interval
and equal to the average properties for that time step.
Using average material properties in Equation (2.3)

<-~t[C] avg

+

[K] avg> {T} i =

~t

[C] avg {T} t-

1-

gives

~t

1-

+ 2{q}t + 2{q}t- ~t < 2 • 4 )
where
. {T} avg

=

{T}t +{T}t- ~ t
2

( 2. 5)
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{T}
[C]

avg

=

vector of average nodal temperatures
temperature dependent heat capacity matrix,

avg

evaluated at {T}
[K]

avg

=

avg
temperature dependent conductivity matrix,

evaluated at {T}

avg
The average material properties for each time step are
found by iteration.

Equation (2.4) was solved by using

the following iteration equation.
2 - v
- v
· {-}v+l
( ~t[C]avg + [Klavg> T i

=
1 -}

1 -

+ 2{q t + 2{q} t- ~ t

(2.6)

where
v

=

iteration index
-V

The first step of the procedure is to assume {T}

t

and

evaluate the material properties based on an average
v
temperature {T} avg where

. {T}v
avg

=

- v
{T} t + {T} t- ~ t

( 2. 7)

2

Then solve Equation (2.6)

for {T}r+l.

If the difference between {T}~+l and {T}~ is small, then
1.
1.
the iteration procedure is completed.
- v
is too large, then {T}i

If the difference

1.'s set equal to {T}v
1.+l and

the iteration is started again.
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C.

Comparison of a Linearized Finite Element Method
Solution to Kirchoff Transformations
One method of solving heat conduction problems with

temperature dependent material properties is the Kirchoff
transformation (Sl).

Kirchoff's transformation is

K(u)

du

( 2. 8)

where

Tr

=

0

= transformed variable

reference temperature

The Kirchoff transformation can change a nonlinear partial
differential equation in terms of T into a linear partial
differential equation in term of

e.

To test the linearized finite element method, a nonlinear example problem was solved by the linearized finite
element method and then solved using Kirchoff's transformation.

The Kirchoff transformation was applied to the

example problem changing it to a linear problem, then
solving it using a linear finite element program.
l.

Nonlinear Example Problem

An infinite hollow

cylinder initially at 20°C had its inside surface raised
to l00°C at a time equal to zero.
held at 20°C.

The outside surface was

The inside radius was l.27 em. and the
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outside radius was 5.08 em.

The partial differential

equation is
-l -a [ K(T) r
r ar

=

aT]
ar

pC (T)

aT
at

(2.9)

The boundary and initial conditions were
T(r ~. ,t)
T(r ,t)
0

T(r ,O)

=
=
=

l00.0°C

t

> 0

20.0°C
20.0°C

( 2 • 10)

(2.11)
t

=

0

(2.12)

The material properties were
K(T)

C(T)

p

ri

=
=
=
=
=

.lT

(2.13)

conductivity
.lT

(2.14)

heat capacity
1.0

=

density

=

1.27

( 2 .15)

( 2. 16)

= inside radius
r

0

= 5.08

=
2.

(2.17)

outside radius

Transformed Example

The transformed partial

differential equation is
1 a
(r ae>= Pc(T)
r ar
ar
K(T)

ae
at

( 2 .18)

The reference temperature was 20°C and resulting
transformed boundary and initial conditions are
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8(r . 't) = 480

> 0

t

( 2. 19)

~

8(r 't) = 0.0
0

(2.20)

8(r ,0) = 0.0

=

t

0

( 2. 21)

To transform back to temperature
T =¥208 + 400
3.

Comparison

(2.22)

The largest differences between the

solutions of the two methods were encountered at the earliest times.

As the time increased the differences were

reduced considerably.

Figure 1 shows the temperature

distributions across the cylinder for time equal to .05
sec. from the nonlinear finite element solution and from
the Kirchoff transformation solution.
The use of the finite element method for solution of
the Kirchoff transformation problem makes the accuracy of
its solution dependent on time interval size.

As would be

expected the smaller the time step, the closer the two
solutions were to each other.

Figure 2 shows the conver-

gence of the solution of the two methods for the temperature at a particular point in the cylinder.
D.

Steady State Analysis
For a steady state analysis, Equation (2.6)

reduces to
(2.23)
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Figure 1

Comparison of Linearized Finite Element Program (2DNLT) Solution
with Kirchoff Transformation Solution
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Figure 2

Convergence of Linearized Finite Element Program (2DNLT) Solution
and Convergence of Kirchoff Transformation Solution
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It should be noted that the average conductivity matrix is
based on a short time step near steady state so the average conductivity would be essentially the steady state
conductivity, or
[K]

(2.24)

ss

where

{-}

=

steady state thermal load vector

ss

=

steady state conductivity matrix

{T}ss

=

steady state nodal temperatures

q ss

[K]

The iteration procedure is
(2.25)

This procedure requires the reformulation of the conductivity matrix for each iteration .
E.

Alternate Steady State Procedure
An alternate iteration procedure for steady state is

obtained by defining the steady state conductivity matrix
as
[K]

ss

=

[K]

0

+ [ 6. K]

( 2. 26)

where
[K]

= a constant conductivity matrix
0

[ 6. K]

=

the necessary matrix to make Equation (2. 26)
correct
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This procedure allows the conductivity matrix [K]

to
0

remain constant and [ ilK] to be adjusted to satisfy Equation (2.25).

The iteration equation is
(2.27)

The advantage of this procedure is that the conductivity
matrix does not have to be reformulated.

The above pro-

cedure was investigated because less work is required per
iteration.

However, the total number of iterations was

higher using the alternate method.

The result was that

the alternate method was slower than the previous method.
For this reason the alternate method was discarded.
An iteration acceleration method that may be useful
for reducing the number of iterations required was developed by Boyle and Jennings (52).

This procedure was

encountered too late for use in this dissertation.
F.

Finite Element Program
A finite element program based on the formulation

given by Wilson and Nickell (50) was modified to allow
temperature dependent material properties.

The original

program is proprietary and details cannot be given here
(53).

However, the method of modification is relatively

simple and can be readily applied to any available finite
element program.

A flow chart indicating the modification

procedure is given in Figure 3.

The modified program is
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INITIALIZE
v=O

FORM

SOLVE

[Cl~vg, !Kl~vg ,fq}

2 1- 1v
- V \{-}V+I
2 - V
( AI
C avg+lKlavg) T i
=;;~ [C)avg {T},_..,., • {q}

nd I= I

{T}avg=

WHERE

{1'},_..,.,

{q} = ~ {q},+ {q),_..,.,
CALCULATE
{-T} va +I = {-T}V+
. ' I+ {-T},_..,

vg

v- NUMBER OF ITERATION TO OBTAIN
AVERAGE MATERIAL PROPERTIES
V : V+ I

Niter- MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE ITERATIONS FOR MATERIAL PROPERTIES

>. -MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
A NODAL POINT TEMPERATURE

0-

FOR SUCESSIVE ITERATIONS
Y-CONVERGENCE PARAMETER
NOT- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME
STEPS
ndt-TIME STEP NUMBER

{T}1...,1= {T)1
L - -- - - - --1 {q}

,.,.,= {<i} t

v=O
ndt=ndt•l

Figure 3

Flow Chart (2DNLT)
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called "2DNLT" and is presently being used for research
in the RMERC.
in Appendix A.

Input instructions for 2DNLT are included
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III.

THE INVERSE METHOD OF HEAT CONDUCTION

The solution of the inverse problem of this research
is obtained by iteration of a direct problem.

Starting

with a direct problem, a boundary condition is found that
can be used with the direct problem to calculate an internal temperature history equal to the given experimental
internal history .

The cases where an exact solution to

an inverse problem can be obtained are limited and some
error will exist in the solution of most inverse problems.
Since an exact solution is not always possible, a criteria
for an acceptable inverse solution in this dissertation
is as follows:
An acceptable solution to the inverse problem

is the boundary condition which minimizes the
least squared error between the given experimental internal temperature history and an
internal history obtained from solution of the
direct problem.
A.

Mathematical Formulation of the Inverse Problem for
Solution £y Iteration of a Di r ect Solution
The error in a least squares sense between calculated

internal temperatures and given e xperimental internal temperatures over the time interval A < t
can be expr e ss e d as a function al.

< B and region R
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J

[

LB JR

g] ~

(T-Y)

2

dx dy dz dt

( 3 .1)

where
T

=

T ( x, y,

=

internal temperature resulting from the assumed

z, t, g)

(3.2)

boundary condition

=

g

g (t)

( 3. 3)

= assumed boundary condition
Y

=

Y (X, y, Z, t)

=

given or known experimental temperature

( 3. 4)

R

= region where internal temperatures are known

A

=

earliest time the internal temperature is
recorded

=

B

end of the time interval the internal temperature is recorded

Minimizing J [ g] with respect to g will insure the criterion for an acceptable solution is satisfied.

To mini-

mize J [g) the Euler-Lagrange Differential Equation (54)
must be satisfied, or
F

a
F
ax gx

g

-

a
F
ay gy

a
az Fg

z

a
at Fg

t

=

0

(3.5)

where

F

F

=

g

=

(T-Y)
aF
ag

(3.6)

2

= 2(T - Y)

( 3. 7)

13T

ag

( 3. 8)
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F

=

g

aF
ax

X

F

=

g
y

F

g

=
z

F
gt
F

=
=

g

(3.9)

a<~>
aF
a(~)
ay

(3.10)

aF

( 3 .11)

a< l9.)
az
aF

(3.12)

a<~>
at
F

X

g

=
y

Equation ( 3. 5)

F

g

=
z

F
gt

=

0

(3.13)

can be rewritten as
2 (T-Y)

aT
ag

=

0

( 3 .14)

More than one internal temperature may be experimentally recorded or measured at many points in a region.
When selecting the number o£ experimental internal ternperatures, one should consider the relative importance o£
the measurements and the desired weighting £actor £or each
measurement.

I£ they all were equally accurate and had

similar frequency content, then the primary consideration
would be the area or volume o£ material one had in£orrnation about.

Another important consideration in the proce-

dure would be the distance o£ the measured point £rom the
original thermal disturbance.

The greater the distance

the smaller the amount o£ information an internal temperature history will contain.

The simplest way to include
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all measured points and allow each to be weighted is to
integrate * over the measured region.

JRl

W(T-Y)

aT
ag dx dy dz

=

0

(3.15)

where

w = W(x,y,z)

(3.16)

= weighting factor
region of experimental measurements
l=
Some direct problems cannot be solved such that the
R

internal temperature and internal response to a surface
condition change can be written explicitly.

If a numeri-

cal procedure is required for evaluation of the direct
problem where the time dimension is subdivided into small
intervals, then Equation (3.14)

can be applied so it is

satisfied over each of the smaller intervals.

This is

achieved by integration over each of the smaller time
intervals.
W(T-Y)

aT
ag dx dy dz dt

=

0

( 3. l 7)

where
a

=

lower limit of time interval

*requires average error to be zero but does not
minimize the least squares error
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b

=

upper limit of time interval

The closer a measurement is made to the surface, the
more information the measurement will contain because the
internal temperature history will have a larger frequency
content.

It is reasonable to assume that if multiple

temperature measurements are made, they would be made as
close to the surface as possible and at equal distances
from the surface.

For multiple measurements at equal

distances from the surface, the weighting factor would
not be necessary and Equation (3.17} could be expressed as

(T-Y}

If T , Y an d

( ~T/~g}
o
o

aT
ag dx dy dz dt

=

0

(3.18}

are assumed to be constant over small

areas or volumes and then integrating Equation (3.18}

fbi

aT

(T -Y }
1

1

1

-ag

v

aT 2
(T
-Y
}
+
ag v 2 +
2
2

a

+ (Tn -Yn}

aTn
ag vn) dt = 0

(3.19}

where

n

=

volume in which the temperatures are specified

=

index of the measured points

For simplicity assume that Y is known over only one small
area, then Equation (3 .• 19} reduces to
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(T-Y)

aT

og dt = 0

(3.20)

Equation (3.20) is a mathematical statement that will
insure that the criteria for an acceptable solution is
satisfied.

The direct problem provides a relationship

between the assumed boundary condition and the internal
temperature.

An additional equation is needed which re-

lates the internal temperature to an improvement in the
assumed boundary condition.
Expressing the internal temperature as the first two
terms of a Taylor's series
( 3. 21)

where
dg~

=

a boundary condition improvement

Equation (3.21) provides the needed relationship between
an improvement in the assumed boundary condition and the
internal temperature.

It should be recognized that dg is

an increment of g and like g may be a function of time, or
(3.22)
Substituting Equation (3.21) into Equation (3.20) gives

(3.23)
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or

(3.24)

Equation (3.24)

combines the criteria £or an accep-

table inverse solution with an improvement to an assumed
inverse solution.
B.

Evaluation o£ Improvement

~

The easiest assumption £or dg is that it is a constant.

This assumption allows direct integration o£

Equation (3.24).

Lb
dg

=

t

(Y-T£)

aT£
ag dt
(3.25)

<aT£>
ag

2

dt

The numerical evaluation o£ the response (aTjag) is
also very easy.

A small change is made in g and the

change in T is calculated with the direct method.

Al-

though a constant dg is the easiest assumption, there may
be times when a more complicated assumption £or dg would
be useful.
(3.24)

Appendix B contains evaluations o£ Equation

£or £our other assumed forms o£ dg.

The evaluation o£ dg will also depend on the assumed
form o£ the surface £unction or boundary condition g.
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l.

Constant surface Condition 9.

For a constant g

assumption, the evaluation of dg is particularly simple.
The direct solution is used to find the internal temperatures for the assumed value of g.

Then g is changed by a

constant value and the internal temperatures are found for
the (g+s)

surface or boundary condition.

Then (3T/3g)

is

approximated by
3T

~

ag

T-TE
s

(3.26)

where
T

E

=

internal temperature obtained from assumed g
plus s

s
2.

=

small number

Linear Surface

Condition~

A linear assumption

for g could be expressed as
gR,

=

gR, + m(t-a)

a < t

< b

( 3. 2 7)

0

where

=

g

starting value of assumed boundary condition

0

g ( t)
m

=

slope of assumed boundary with time

a

=

time at the start of the time interval

b

= time at the end of the time interval

If a linear g is assumed, a constant dg implies a change
of g by a constant factor of dg.

The result of a constant

dg would be a new linear g with the same slope m as the
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previous g and a new. value of g .

The final solution for

0

g would then have the same slope m as the original assumption of g.

If the slope of g is known before starting the

iteration, then the procedure for solution is exactly as
in paragraph 1, except for the constant g being replaced
with a linear g.
In general the slope of g will not be known before
the solution of the inverse is obtained.

Usually the

value of g will be known at the start of the interval and
not at the end of the

interval~

An iteration procedure

should allow the slope of the surface function to be
changed during an iteration.

One method which would al-

low the slope of g to change would be to make dg a linear
function of time and reevaluate Equation (3.24).

Another

method is to solve for a constant dg as previously indicated, then apply dg to g as follows
g t+ 1

=

go

+ mt+ 1 (t-a)

a < t

< b

( 3. 2 8)

where
g 0 -- starting interval surface condition
m.R-+1
C.

=

mt + dgt

(3.29)

Iteration Solution
If the inverse problem is linear and g is constant

for the time interval, then only one value of dg must be
found.

However, if g is not constant or if the inverse
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problem is nonlinear, then iteration will be required to
find g.
Equation (3.24)

forms the basis of iteration for the

surface heat function.
1.
a < t

The procedure is as follows:

Assume the function g~ for the time interval

< b.

2.

Solve the direct heat conduction problem for T.R,

and if possible evaluate (aTjag).

It may not be possible

to write (aTjag) explicitly from the direct solution, but
(aTjag) may have to be evaluated numerically.
3.

Solve Equation (3.24)

for dg~ and check the

increment dg~ to see if it is small over the time interval
(3.30)
where s is a small number and Maximum ldg~l is the maximum absolute value of the increment dg over the time interval a < t
4.

< b.

If dg~ satisfies Equation (3.30)

stop the itera-

tion, if not continue to step 5.

5.

Let
(3.31)
Set
g~

=

g

~+1

(3.32)
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and calculate new values of T.R, and ( ClT/Clg) .

Repeat

steps three through four.
When a solution is to be obtained by iteration, the
stability of the iteration is an important consideration.
The solution of the inverse problem by iteration of a
direct solution can be only as stable as the direct solution.

As can be seen in Equation (3.24), another factor

which will influence the stability of the solution is the
internal response (ClT/Clg).

As long as the response (ClT/Clg)

of the internal point is of sufficient magnitude to evaluate Equation (3.24), then the stability of the solution
will depend on the stability of the direct solution.

If

the response (ClT/Clg) is very small, then the stability of
the inverse solution also depends on how accurately the
response can be calculated.
As the time interval is reduced in size the magnitude
of the response (ClT/Clg) is also reduced.

If the time in-

terval is too small, then the internal response may become
too small to evaluate the internal response (ClT/Clg) of
Equation (3.24).
A method of overcoming this problem is to solve the
inverse for more time intervals so the magnitude of the
internal response ( ClT/Clg) is large enough to allow a stable
solution of Equation (3.24).

The solution for the exten-

ded time period is then used to approximate the inverse
solution for the first time interval.

The additional time
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intervals used in the solution were called future times.
This procedure requires an assumption of how the surface
function varies over the enlarged interval.

If the as-

sumption is not similar to the true surface function,
some error will be introduced.

The first assumption

would be that the surface function is constant over the
additional intervals.

After solving the inverse problem,

the validity of the constant surface condition assumption
can be verified.

Another procedure is to assume that the

boundary condition or surface function is linear over the
time interval.
D.

Particular Examples of the Inverse Method
The data or experimental internal temperature history

of the inverse examples was generated by the finite element
method of Chapter II from the equivalent direct problem.
The first example has a large change in surface temperature
which results in large variations in material properties.
The second example is an arbitrarily selected curve.

The

geometry of both examples is an infinite hollow cylinder
with an inside radius of 1.27 em. and an outside radius
of 5.08 em.

The finite element model of the cylinder was

made up of forty elements of equal size.
Example 1
The boundary and initial conditions for the direct
problem are
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T(r.l ,t)

00

=

r

0

=
=

t

=

h ( T(r 0 ,t)

>

- T

o

(3.33)

( 3. 34)

00 )

20°C

T(r,t)
r.l

1250°C

.

oT (r ,t)
or
0

-K(T)
T

=

=

(3.35)

20°C

t

< 0

(3.36)

1.27 em.

(3.37)

5.08 em.

( 3. 3 8)

The material is Dresser Basalt.
An internal temperature history was generated using

the direct program that is discussed in Chapter II.

Fig-

ure 4 shows the temperature distribution across the cylinder at .05 seconds.

The temperature history at 1 mm.

from the heat surface is given for three different time
step sizes in Figure 5.

The temperature history is nearly

equal for all of the time steps.

A time step of .05 sec-

onds was used to solve for the surface temperature and the
results are shown in Figure 6.
The boundary condition of Equation (3.33)

is a step

change in the surface temperature which occurs instantaneously.

This condition is, of course, a physical impos-

sibility because some time is required to change the surface temperature.

The direct method was set up to allow

the type of boundary condition of Equation (3.33).

When

solving the direct method with a step surface temperature
change, the material properties are based on the average
element temperature for each time step.

The first time

interval, thus, includes the step change in surface tern-
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perature in calculating the average element temperature.
The size of the surface temperature change is not
known when solving an inverse problem and must be estimated.

When the material properties are temperature depen-

dent, the initial estimate of the boundary condition must
be near the exact value.

In this example the initial es-

timate of the surface temperature was 900°C and the correct surface temperature was 1250°C.

The large difference

in estimated initial temperature and final temperature
indicates that the initial estimate was considerably in
error.

A closer estimate of the exact surface tempera-

ture could be made and the inverse resolved to obtain a
more accurate solution.
to 1230°C.

The initial estimate was changed

The final result of the iteration was to with-

in .5% of 1250°C.
It should be noted that the initial estimate must be
changed only for a step change in surface temperature for
materials with temperature dependent material properties.
Since a step change in surface temperature cannot occur in
a physical problem, this difficulty will not be encountered
with experimental data.
Example

~

The boundary conditions for the direct problem of
this example are
T ( r i , t)

=

f ( t)

T(r 0 ,t)
.

=

20.0

t

> 0

(3.39)
(3.40)
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=

T(r,t)

20.0

t

< 0

(3.41)

The material properties for both the direct and inverse problems were
K(T)

= .lT

C(T)

=
=

p

(3.42)

.lT

(3.43)

1.0

(3.44)

In this example the direct finite element program was
used to generate the internal temperature resulting from
an imposed surface temperature.

The properties for this

example were also adjusted to allow a small temperature
change to produce a noticeable change in material properties.

In addition four internal temperature histories

corresponding to four internal points were used rather
than one.

This corresponds to experimentally measuring

the temperature at four different depths.

The data for

each of the four points was equally weighted.

The results

of the inverse are shown in Figure 7.
E.

Inverse Finite Element Program
The basis for the inverse method is the program 2DNLT.

Nonproprietary details of 2DNLT are given in Chapter II.
The inverse program was called "INVRS".

A flow chart for

modifying 2DNLT so that it could be used as an inverse program is given in Figure 8.

The INVRS program is available

within the RMERC for future research, thus, the input data
instructions are included in Appendix C.
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IV.

FUTURE TIME CONSIDERATIONS BASED ON WAVE SPEEDS
When smaller and smaller time intervals are used in

the numerical solution of an inverse problem, the procedure may become unstable.

A procedure to increase the

stability of the numerical method is to use more than one
t ime interval in the inverse analysis.

Beck (31)

has

shown that the additional time intervals aid stability
by allowing the internal points more time to respond to a
surface change.

However, using more than one time inter-

val in an inverse solution reverses the process of decreasing the time interval size.

The full benefit of re-

ducing the time interval size is not obtained when additional time intervals are used.

However, reducing the

time interval size can allow a more accurate direct solution thereby improving the inverse solution.

Beck (31)

called the additional time intervals, future times.

The

question of how many future times should be taken can be
found by trial and error or the procedure outlined by Beck.
He does not give the number of future times for all types
of inverse problems.

The procedure must be applied for

each new inverse problem.
An alternate procedure is to consider a surface temperature change and estimate the delay time for an internal
point to respond to the surface change.

Additional time

intervals would allow the internal points time to respond
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to a surface change.
The existance of thermal waves and the possibility
of establishing them in material has been employed to find
thermal properties (55) .

If the speed of propagation of

a thermal disturbance is known, then the time for the thermal disturbance to travel from one point to another can be
calculated.

The time for a surface thermal disturbance

to propagate to an internal point is the delay time.

The

solutions that are available for analysis of thermal waves
are made up of a transient term and a quasi-steady state
term.

The transient term quickly dies out and all that is

left is the quasi-steady state term.

A sinusoidal surface

temperature variation of a half space has a quasi-steady
state term called a plane progressive damped temperature
wave.

The wave speed for a plane progressive damped wave

has been calculated (17).

v = -../(2K

V

w)

pC

where
\)

= wave velocity

w = frequency of the thermal wave
K = thermal conductivity

density

p

=

c

= heat capacity

( 4 .1)
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A.

Calculation of Delay Time
Since classical heat conduction is to be used as a

basis for solution of the inverse heat .conduction problem,
then classical heat conduction should be used for finding
delay time.

Some assumptions will be made to facilitate

approximating the delay time.

1.

Constant Material Properties

For a small time

step this assumption should not introduce serious errors.
Half Space

2.

For times near zero and points near

the surface, this geometry should also approximate a
sphere or cylinder.
Plane Progressive Damped Temperature Wave

3.

The

velocity for this type of wave is already available (1 7) •
With these conditions in mind one can directly proceed to find the delay time, T, which is a function of
depth, frequency and material properties and can be found
from the wave velocity, v, and the depth, d, of the internal point.
T

=

d

v

( 4. 2)

where
d

=

distance from the surface to an internal point

T

=

time for thermal wave to travel from the surface
to an internal point, or delay time between a
surface change and the internal response
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then
T = d'""{ pC

V 2K

( 4. 3)

w

Thus, for a given frequency and constant material properties, the delay time is directly proportional to the depth.
To determine a relationship between a surface change and
the time delay before the effect of the surface change
reaches an internal point, consider the first quarter of
a cycle as shown in Figure 9.
Let the first quarter of the sine curve represent a
change in the surface conditions that occurs over one
time interval.

The smaller time interval sizes, the more

accurate this approximation becomes.

Expressing the time

interval size in terms of the frequency of the sine curve
in Figure 9
6.T

= T = 1(27f)
0

4

4 w

( 4. 4)

where

=

time interval size

T

=

period of surface change

w

=

6. T
0

=

7f

2 6. T

( 4. 5)
0

frequency of surface change

The delay time in terms of time steps is
(4.6)
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If the delay time is expressed as a function of the
time step size, them
T

=

N !l T

( 4.

a

7)

and substitution into Equation ( 4. 6) gives
NllT
0

=

dljpcllT
K7T
o

( 4. 8)

=

dv

(4.9)

=

(d2

or
N

pC

Krr

~ T0

and
N2

pC)

K

1

(4.10)

7TilT 0

Let
flT

=

fl T K
0
( 4 .11)

d 2 pC

then
N2

=

1

( 4. 12)

7T fl T

If a time step size is selected, then the corresponding number of time steps required for the change to be
felt at the internal point is given approximately by
Equation (4.12).
The assumption of Equation (4.4)

requires that the

period of surface variation cannot be any shorter than
four times the time step.

In terms of frequency
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w

7T

<

surface

2 f1

( 4. 13)

TO

If the frequency content of the surface function is
known, an approximate upper limit on the time step can be
established as
f1T

a

<

7T

2w

( 4. 14)

surface

where
wsurface

=

the highest frequency component of the
surface function

B.

Future Times for Use with Numerical Solutions
Equation (4.12)

gives the approximate number of time

steps required to tune the internal response to a change
corresponding to a sinusoidal input.

The total number of

time steps of Equation (4.12) is equal to the number of
future times plus one
N

=

(4.15)

nf + 1

where
nf

=

number of future time steps

Substituting for n in Equation (4.12) gives
(nf + 1)

2

=

1
7T 6, T

( 4. 16)

Figure 10 shows the following:
1.

A plot of Equation (4.16).

2.

The point at which instabilities were encountered
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by Stolz (18) .
3.

The point at which Sparrow (25) predicted tem-

peratures in advance of the current time step would be
needed.
4.

Beck's (31)

recommended points for a plane with

one insulated surface.
5.

Points obtained from a finite element program

using Beck's procedure for a hollow cylinder with convection on the outer surface.
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V.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A series of experimental tests were run to obtain
temperature data for use with the inverse method and provide fracture data for a preliminary fracture study.

The

experimental tests were designed to be similar to large
scale thermal fragmentation tests being conducted by the
Rock Mechanics and Explosive Research Center, University
of Missouri-Rolla (46).

The Rock Mechanics and Explosive

Research Center will be abbreviated as RMERC throughout
this dissertation.
A.

Discussion of the Experimental EXample
A complete discussion of the design of the experimen-

tal problem can be found in Chapter IX, reference (46) .
The heaters were constructed from Kanthal wire coils wound
on Alumina cylinders.

The test specimens were hollow

Dresser Basalt cylinders of four inch outside diameter,
one inch inside diameter and the cylinder l e ngths ranging
from nearly one half inch to over eight inches.

Figure

11 shows the Dresser Basalt model, heater, thermocouples
and end plugs.

The Kanthal heate r is shown i n F igure 12.

The entire experimental set up is shown in Figure 13.
Figure 14 shows twenty-one of the Dresser Basalt cylinders
a f t e r they we r e tested.
1.

Modes o f Heat Trans fe r

The Kanth a l wire o f t h e

heater of Figure 12 reaches a temperature of approximately
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Experimental Model Setup
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Figure 12

Kanthal Wire Heater
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Figure 13

Complete Experimental Setup
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Figure 14

Dresser Basalt Experimental Cylinders
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l000°C.

The modes of heat transfer from the heater to

the rock cylinder are radiation, convection and conduction.
The end plates and the tapered section on the heater were
devised to partially seal the cylinder and reduce the
amount of air entering and escaping the cylinder.

This

simulated the conditions in the large scale tests where
fiber glass was packed at the heater ends to reduce convective currents (46).
Although the convective currents were reduced, there
still were noticeable convective currents in both the
large scale tests and the experiments of this dissertation.

The convective currents were hotter at the top of

the cylinder than at the bottom because cool air entered
at the bottom and was heated as i t rose past the heater
and exited at the top of the cylinder.

The top of the

cylinder was consequently hotter than the bottom of the
cylinder.

The temperature difference between the two ends

of a cylinder was greater as the length of the cylinder
was increased.
2.

Design of Heat Transfer Test Specimens

The ef-

feet of the convective currents was neglected in the design of the test specimens.

The experimental cylinders

were designed so that conduction through the end plates
would have a small effect on the center plane temperature.
The lengths of the four cylinders used for the temperature
measurements were chosen so that the internal heat
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transfer would be nearly one dimensional for a steady
state problem with a constant temperature applied to the
inside surface.

The lengths of the cylinders that were

used to obtain the experimental temperature data were all
greater than seven inches.

Thus, the heat flow at the

middle of the cylinder and the surface temperature at the
middle of the cylinder would not be appreciably influenced
by conduction through the ends of the cylinder (46).
3.

Fabrication of Test Specimens

The hardness of

Dresser Basalt requires special machining to produce experimental specimens.

Diamond impregnated core drills

were used to make the four inch diameter cylinders from
large pieces of Dresser Basalt.

The Dresser Basalt cylin-

ders were then mounted on a lathe and a one inch diameter
core removed with a diamond core drill.

The cylinders

were cut to the desired lengths with a diamond saw.

The

large size of the test specimens and the great hardness of
the Dresser Basalt prevent any of the machining procedure s
from being performed with extreme accuracy.

The most

precise procedure was the location of the center hole.
The holes f or the thermocouple s we re made with a hi gh
speed diamond drill.

The location of the holes for the

thermocouple probes was as accurate as possible using good
mach i n e shop practices.
4.

Specimen Instrumentation

Twe n t y - one Dre sser

Basalt cylinders had a platinum resistance temperature
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gage and a strain gage mounted on the outside surface at
the center plane and 180° apart.

The strain gages gave an

indication of the tangential strain and also a clear indication of when fracture occurred.

Four of the twenty-one

specimens had four 1 mm. holes drilled radially in them at
their center plane and 90° apart.

These holes were used

for alumel-chromel thermocouples.

The thermocouples were

located at 1 mm., 2 mm., 3 mm., and 4 mm. from the inside
surface.

To insure the best possible contact between the

thermocouple and the Dresser Basalt, the thermocouple assembly was spring loaded.
Four additional Dresser Basalt cylinders were prepared
and tested without any gages or thermocouples attached.
These four cylinders were used as a supplemental test to
study the effect of the convective currents.

All four

cylinders of the supplemental test were approximately one
half inch in length.
Wiring diagrams and a list of equipment can be found
in Appendix D.
5.

Experimental Procedure

The heater was placed

inside the Dresser Basalt cylinder and the electrical
power to the heater was quickly increased from zero to
full power.

This heating procedure is similar to the

procedure employed in the large scale tests (46).

The

recording of internal temperatures, outer surface temperature and tangential strain began with the application of
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power to the heater.

When short cylinders were tested,

they were placed against the bottom end plate and the top
end plate was placed on top of the specimen.

For short

cylinders the heater extended through the top end plate
into the open air.
After the initial fracture data was obtained for
twenty-one cylinders, another series of fracture tests
were performed on four additional cylinders.

All of these

cylinders were approximately one half inch in length.
Two of the four cylinders were tested in the same manner
as all of the previous cylinders.

The other two were

tested with a five inch Dresser Basalt cylinder placed
beneath them to simulate the heat transfer conditions of
a five and one half inch cylinder.

These four cylinders

did not have strain gages so the noise of fracture was
used to indicate fracture.

The time to fracture was

measured with a stopwatch.
B.

Experimental Temperature Data
The curves of Figure 15 are a representative example

o f the data obtained from the four cylinders that had
th e rmocouples.

Over the t e mpe r a ture range e ncountered

by the thermocouples, the diffusivity has only a small
change.

I f the heat trans f er was one dimensional and the

Dres s er B a s a l t homoge n e ous, the n t h e curves of Figure 15
should show a pattern of internal temperature histories
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Temperature Variation with Time for a Typical Dresser Basalt
Temperature Test
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similar to that of a linear material.

This is, however,

not the case as can be seen by the fact that the temperature difference between the curves going from the 1 mm.
to the 4 mm. curve shows no linear pattern.

This may be

caused by the inhomogeneity of the Dresser Basalt or by
the design of the Kanthal heaters.

In Figure 11 it is

evident that one thermocouple may be directly opposite a
heater coil, while another may be opposite a space between
the coils.

This influence will, of course, be diminished

as the distance from the inside surface to the thermocouple is increased.

The contact area between the top of

the spring loaded thermocouples and the Dresser Basalt
would be difficult to accurately predict.

Each thermo-

couple had a slightly different contact area.
C.

Experimental Fracture Data
The strain gages on the rock cylinders provide tan-

gential strain measurements as a function of time for
the Dresser Basalt cylinders.

The time to fracture was

marked by a sharp drop in tangential strain.

This sharp

drop in tangential strain was accompanied by an audible
noise.

Based on the sharp drop in strain and the noise

of fracture, i t was assumed that a crack initiated and
then rapidly propagated.

Figure 16 shows the time to

fracture for different lengths of test cylinders.
A total of twenty-one cylinders were used in the
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initial experimental study.

Fracture data was obtained

on fifteen of the twenty-one cylinders.

Two cylinders were

used for preliminary studies and four cylinders had preexisting cracks.
D.

Supplemental Tests
The supplemental tests were designed to indicate if

the heat transfer conditions at the top of the cylinder
controlled the time to fracture.

Four cylinders of ap-

proximately one half inch in length were tested.

Two of

the cylinders were tested in the same manner as the previous twenty-one cylinders.

These two cylinders encoun-

tered heat transfer conditions similar to the bottom of
a long cylinder.

The other two cylinders were placed on

top of a five inch Dresser Basalt cylinder and then tested.
Thus, the second two cylinders encountered the same heat
transfer conditions as the top one half inch of a cylinder
which is five and one half inches long.
Figure 17 shows the fracture trend line from Figure
16 and the additional four data points.

The controlling

factor for time to fracture can be seen in Figure 17 to
be the heat transfer conditions at the top of the cylinder.
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VI.

APPLICATION OF THE INVERSE METHOD

One use of the inverse method is as part of a thermal stress and fracture study.

The inverse method makes

use of experimental data to find surface heat transfer
conditions.

The surface heat transfer conditions are

used with the direct method to find temperature distributions for use in a thermal stress analysis.
The experimental heat transfer data of Chapter

v

was

used with the inverse method to find surface temperatures.
The surface temperatures were used to find the temperature
field, thermal stresses and the resulting time to fracture
for a simple model.
Once experimental data is obtained, there are some
considerations to be made before proceeding to the inverse
solution.

These considerations are:

boundary condition,

boundary condition improvement, finite element models,
and future times.
A.

Boundary Condition

~

The selection of a surface or boundary condition consists of two parts, the first being the assumption of a
surface heat flux or surface temperature and the second,
the time variation of the boundary condition.
1.

Selection of ~ of Boundary Condition

The

selection of a surface heat flux may cause difficulties in
the solution of some problems where the conductivity and
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heat capacity are very small and the material properties
are temperature dependent.

A small change in surface heat

flux can result in a large change in internal temperature
if the conductivity and heat capacity are very small.

A

large change in internal temperature can produce significant changes in material properties.

This creates a prob-

lem when numerically evaluating the internal response
(aTjag)

for use in Equation (3.24).

A temperature boundary condition does not have the
same difficulty since a small change in surface temperature will also produce a small change in internal temperature.

If the material properties are not temperature

dependent, the temperature boundary condition assumption
quickly looses this advantage over the surface heat flux
assumption.
Dresser Basalt was treated as a material with temperature dependent material properties.

The conductivity

and heat capacity of Dresser Basalt are small.

The boun-

dary condition was assumed to be a surface temperature.
2.
Condition

Selection of a Time Variation of the Boundary

-----

----

The simplest assumption is that the boundary

condition is constant for each time step.

A constant

assumption is a good first assumption for most inverse
problems.

If the results from the inverse based on a

constant assumption indicate a linear variation of the
boundary condition across a time step, then the constant
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assumption can be changed to a linear assumption.

The

inverse program INVRS was programmed for a constant
boundary condition for each time step.
B.

Boundary Condition Improvement
The simplest assumption for a boundary condition

improvement dg is that the improvement is a constant for
each time step.

A constant improvement allows (aT;ag} to

be easily evaluated numerically, as well as, a simple form
of dg for solving Equation (3.24}.

The program INVRS was

programmed for dg to be constant for each time step.
C.

Finite Element Models
The accuracy of the inverse solution depends on how

well the finite element model describes the experimental
model.

The accuracy of the inverse solution also depends

on the accuracy of the experimental temperature data and
the material thermal property data.

Thus, a highly so-

phisticated finite element model for inaccurate experimental data or inaccurate material property data would
not be logical.

To show the effect of the model on the

solution, three different finite element models were used.
The effect of an error in material thermal properties on
the inverse solution was studied using one of the finite
element models.
l.

First Model

The first model was an axisymmetric

hollow cylinder of Dresser Basalt as shown in Figure 18.
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No attempt was made to account for distortion of the temperature field inside the cylinder caused by the thermocouple.

No attempt was made to account for the tempera-

ture variation along the length of the cylinder due to the
coils in the heater or convective currents inside the
cylinder.

The temperature distribution in the cylinder

was assumed to be only a function of time and the radius
of the cylinder.
dimensional.

The outside boundary condition was assumed

to be convection.
elements.

The heat flow in this model was one

The finite element model had forty

Three equally sized, square elements were

between the surface and the 1 rnm. point where the internal temperature was measured.

Node points were also lo-

cated at 2 mm., 3 mm. and 4 rnm. distances from the inside
surface.
2.

Second Model

The second model was one-eighth

of a Dresser Basalt cylinder with an alumel-chromel thermocouple, an omegatite insulator and an air space.

This

model attempts to account for some of the disturbances of
the temperature field caused by the thermocouple.
heat flow in this model was two dimensional.

The

Again, no

attempt was made to account for the nonuniformity of the
heating of the internal surface.

Figure 19 shows the

model and Figure 20 shows the finite element grid for the
model.

There were 226 elements and 248 nodes.

Material properties were needed for air, alumel-
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chrome! and omegatite.

The material properties for these

materials were assumed to be constants and were approximated from available information (45, 46, 56, 57).

The

material properties were input in the same form and units
that were used for Dresser Basalt.

The finite element

program made all necessary conversions to provide a consistent set of dimensional units.
TABLE II

Thermocouple Assembly and Air Thermal Properties
(!/conductivity)
(hr ft F /Btu)

Material
air

7.1

Heat Capacity
cal
<gram oc)

Density
(gm/cm)

.24

. 00 81

chrome!alumel

.045

.1

8.9

omegatite

.0689

.2

3.1

3.

Third Model

A third model was used to obtain a

bound on the influence of the thermocouple on the inverse
solution.

Figure 21 shows the third model.

The model

had one dimensional heat flow through 1 mrn. of Dresser
Basalt to an alurnel-chromel thermocouple.

All of the

heat conducted through the Dresser Basalt was conducted
through the thermocouple.

This model had forty elements.

Three Dress er Basalt elements were located between the
surface and the point at which the internal temperature
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was measured.

No attempt was made to account for the

nonuniformity of the heating of the internal surface.
D.

Future Times
Equation (4.12) was used to determine when future

times might be useful.

The results for Dresser Basalt and

the four thermocouple locations are given in Table III.
TABLE III
Future Times Versus Time Step Size

Number of
Future Times
1

E.

Time Step Size
for Each Thermocouple Location
1 mm.
2 mm.
4 mm.
3 nun.
1.0

4.0

9.0

2

. 07

.28

.63

3

.04

.16

. 36

16.0
1.1
.64

Results of the Inverse for Experimental Example
Figure 22 shows the results from the inverse program

for the three finite element models.
The influence of the thermocouple on the inverse solution can be seen by comparing the results from the fi r st
model and the third mo del.

The first model neglects the

influence of the thermocouple while the third model insures that the fullest possible influence of the thermocouple is f e lt.

The influe nce o f t he thermocouple should

be somewhere between the first and the third models.

The
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solution o£ the inverse should, therefore, lie somewhere
between the solution for the first model and the solution
for the third model.

The second model is a better approxi-

mation o£ the experimental model than either the first or
the third model.

At times less than forty seconds, the

influence o£ the thermocouple on the inverse solution is
small, but after forty seconds the influence o£ the thermocouple becomes much more pronounced.
In general, future times should not be used unless
they are necessary to make the numerical procedure stable.
I£ future times are needed, then Table II gives an estimate o£ the number o£ future times to use.

Time step sizes

down to .625 seconds were used and no instability problems
were encountered.

The inverse solutions were essentially

the same for all time step sizes less than 2.5 seconds.
Future times were not needed, so they were not used for
this example.
The effect o£ errors in heat capacity and thermal
conductivity was checked by assuming them to be in error
by ten percent and solving the inverse problem using the
first model.

The ten percent error in heat capacity had

the largest effect but the solution o£ the inverse did
not change by more than two percent.
Model 1 was also used to obtain the inverse solution
based on all four thermocouple readings o£ Figure 15.
Figure 23 shows a comparison o£ the inverse solution for
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Model 1 based on the thermocouple at 1 mm. and the inverse
solution based on all four thermocouples.

As can be seen

in Figure 23, the additional thermocouples add little to
the final solution.
F.

Fracture Prediction Based on the Inverse Solution
The temperature boundary conditions of the three

models were used to calculate thermal stresses in a simple
model.

For both the thermal stress problem and direct

heat transfer problems, the finite element models were
assumed to be an infinite, hollow, Dresser Basalt cylinder.

This model was used to calculate internal tempera-

tures, thermal stresses and time to fracture resulting
from the temperature boundary condition on the inside
surface of the cylinder.
The outside surface was a convective surface.

The

inside radius was 1.27 em. and the outside radius was
5.08 em.

The 2DNLT finite element program was used to

solve for the internal temperatures.

The finite element

grid had forty equal sized elements.

Time step size was

2.5 seconds.

After the temperatures were calculated, ther-

mal stresses were calculated using the finite element
program "TRATSA" (1} .
For an infinite, hollow cylinder with heated inside
surface and only a radial variation in temperature, the
Griffith fracture criteria is satisfied when the tangential
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stress exceeds the tensile fracture stress.
The cylinders were assumed to fracture at the time
that the Griffith fracture criterion was first satisfied.
The time to fracture for each model is given in Table IV.
TABLE IV
Time to Fracture

Model

Time to Fracture
(min.)

First

3.25

Second

2.25

Third

2.0
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VII.
A.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
Temperature distributions can be approximated in rock

material by solving a linearized heat conduction equation.
The finite element method can be adapted to linearize the
heat conduction equation £or temperature dependent materials.
Iteration with a direct heat conduction solution can
be used to solve an inverse heat conduction problem.

The

linearized finite element method can also be used as part
o£ the inverse method.
B.

Recommendations
An alternate procedure £or solving steady state heat

conduction problems was demonstrated which used a thermal
load concept.

A thermal load concept could be used to in-

clude the transient heat conduction problem.

An acceler-

ation procedure should be added to the thermal load iteration procedure to speed convergence.
When using the inverse method, future times should
not be used unless the results become unstable.

I£ future

times are required, Equation (4.12) gives a first approximation o£ the number o£ future times to use.
More work must be done to obtain the thermal and
mechanical properties o £ rock materials as a £unction o £
temperature.

Work must also be done to determine the
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dependence of fracture on temperature.

Particularly im-

portant are the changes in material properties that occur
near phase changes.
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APPENDIX A
THERMAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM
2DNLT - INPUT INSTRUCTIONS
This program was developed for thermal analysis of
plane or axisymmetric bodies with temperature dependent
material properties and time dependent heat flux or temperature boundary conditions.

Thermal properties are

assumed functions of temperature in the form:
Conductivity

= K 0 + K 1T + K2 T 2 + K 3 T 3

=

Heat Capacity

=

Density

C 0 + C 1T + C 2 T 2 + C 3 T 3

Constant

Other equations for conductivity and heat capacity
can be substituted into 2DNLT by a simple modification.
Scheller (58)

substituted different equations into 2DNLT

for his research.
Normally any consistent set of units can be used with
a finite element program.
(2DNLT - Special)

One copy of 2DNLT was labeled

and this program used thermal resistivity

as a cubic function of temperature instead of thermal conductivity.

2DNLT - Special converted the resistivity to

conductivity and changed the units from British units to
metric units.
A.

Transient Analysis
The following set of cards is required for each prob-

lem to be analyzed.
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1.

Identification Card
Columns

1-72

(36A2):

This card is used to identify
the problem being analyzed.

2.

Control Card
Columns

1-5

(7I5,El5.6, F5.0, 2I5, FlO.O):
Number of nodal points
(100 maximum)

6-10

Number of elements (100
maximum)

11-15

Number of convection boundary
conditions (100 maximum)

16-20

Geometry option,
0 for plane problem
1 for axisymmetric problem

21-25

Number of different materials
(4 maximum)

26-30

Number of time increments

31-35

Print out interval

36-50

Time interval size

51-55

Print input data option,
0.0 no print
1.0 print input data

56-60

Material property iteration
option, program defaults to
four iterations

61-65

Number of boundary nodal points
that are time dependent
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66-75

Reference temperature,
initial temperature of body

3.

Material Property Cards

The following group

must be supplied for each material.
a)

First Card
Columns

(IlO, 4Fl0 .0):
Material identification

1-10

number
Reference temperature

11-20

conductivity
Reference temperature heat

21-30

capacity
31-40

Density

41-50

Rate of heat generation per
unit volume

b)

Second Card

(4F20.5)

Coefficients of con-

ductivity equation
Columns

c)

1-20

Constant coefficient

21-30

Linear coefficient

31-40

Quadratic coefficient

41-50

Cubic coefficient

Third card

(4F20.5)

Coefficients of heat

capacity equation
Columns

1-20

Constant coefficient

21-30

Linear coefficient

31-40

Quadratic coef ficient

41-50

Cubic coefficient
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Nodal Point Cards

(2!5, 3Fl0.0):

Columns

1-5

Nodal point number

10

Specified temperature or flux
option,
0 specified heat flow
1 specified temperature

11-20

X or R coordinate

21-30

Y or

31-40

Specified heat flow or temper-

z

coordinate

ature (For an axisymmetric
body the total heat flow on a
one radian segment)
Nodal point cards are input in numerical sequence.

Omitted nodal point cards are generated

at equal intervals along a straight line between
the specified nodal points.

For generated nodes

the heat flow is specified as zero.
The coordinate system (X,Y or R,Z) must be
a right handed system.
5.

Element Cards
Columns

(615) :

1-5

Element number

6-10

Nodal point

I

11-15

Nodal point J

16-20

Nodal point K

21- 2 5

Nodal point L

(Bl a nk o r L=K

indicates a triangular element)
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26-30

Material identification number
(Default to material number 1)

Nodal point numbers (I,J,K,L) must be
ordered in a counter clockwise direction around
each element.

Maximum difference between nodal

points is 10.
Element cards are input in numerical sequence.

Omitted element cards are generated by

incrementing the nodal numbers of the previous
element.

The material identification number for

generated elements is the same as the previous
element material identification number.
6.

Convection Boundary Cards

(2I5, 2Fl0.0)

One

card must be supplied for each boundary element.
Columns

7.

1-5

I boundary nodal point

6-10

J boundary nodal point

11-20

Convective coefficient h

21-30

Temperature of external fluid

Time Dependent Boundary Cards

One card

(FlO.O)

with the surface condition for the beginning of
each time interval and the one card with the
ending value for the last time interval.

The

time dependent boundary (either temperature or
flux)

is fixed for each time interval but is

allowed to change between intervals.

The begin-

ning surface value card for the time interval
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being analyzed is averaged with the beginning
surface value for the next time interval to
obtain the current boundary value.
B.

Steady State Analysis
The 2DNLT program could be used for steady state

analysis, however, the storage requirements for a steady
state analysis are much smaller such that the program is
inefficient for a steady state analysis.

An additional

program available at the RMERC called 2DNSS1, contains the
steady state version of the 2DNLT program.

The input is

the same except for the following:
1.

Control Card:
Columns

2.

26-50

Material Property Cards:
a)

First Card:
Columns

b)
3.

Blank

21-40

Third Card:

--

Blank
(omit)

Time De;eendent Boundary Cards:

(omit)
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APPENDIX B

SURFACE IMPROVEMENTS

Equation (3.24) was evaluated £or £our possible
boundary condition improvement assumptions.
A.

~

Linear

Assumption

A linear assumption o£ dg can be expressed as

=

dg

dg

0

+ m(t-a)

a < t

(A-1)

< b

where
dg

0

m

i dg 0 (t) = constant

(A-2)

i m(t) = constant

(A-3)

Substituting dg in Equation (3.24)

lb

(aT £ > 2

a

dg

( dg

+ m(t-a)
0

=
or
dgo

Lb

aT.t

(rg )

2

dt

+

m

)

dt

lab
1b
a

aTt
(Y-T£)

.£.
(aT )

ag

2 (

3g

dt

(A-4)

t-a) dt

(A-5)

There are two unknowns in Equation (A-5 ) and the solution
o£ the inverse with two unknowns is not possible.

I£
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either dg or m is known, then the other one can be found.
l.

Slope m of

~

Known

If the slope of dg is

known, then Equation (A-5) becomes

!)_

<aT ) 2 (t-a) dt
ag

dg

(A-6)

0

Starting Value

2.

Known

of~

If dg

is known,

then Equation (A-5) becomes

=

m

f

(Y-TR.)

J b ( ~~R,)
a

Step Changes in

B.

ib

aTRag dt - dg
2

aT!)_
( - ) 2 dt
ag

(A-7)

(t-a) dt

~

This boundary condition improvement is a constant
for one time period and another constant for a second
time period.
dg

=

dg

a -< t -< t

0

(A-8)
1

(A-9)

< b
-< t 1
Substituting into Equation (3.24)

l

dg

=

t

< aTR-.) 2d

t

dg

1

R,
1

ag

go dt +

<aT
ag

>2

dg

dt
1

a
(A-10)
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If either dg

0

or dg

l

is known then the other can be

found.
1.

~
0

Known

If dg

0

is known, then dg

1

can be

expressed as

dt
dg

(A-ll)
l

2.

~

1

Known

If dg

1

is known the dg

0

can be

expressed as

dg

(A-12)
0
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APPENDIX C
INVERSE THERMAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM
INVRS - INPUT INSTRUCTIONS
This program was developed for the inverse thermal
analysis of plane or axisymmetric bodies with temperature
dependent material properties.
with the 2DNLT program.

Iteration is performed

Th e ~npu
·
t f or INVRS is very sim-

ilar to the input for 2DNLT.

Thermal properties are

assumed functions of temperature in the form:
Conductivity= K 0 + K 1T + K 2 T 2 + K 3 T 3
Heat Capacity = C 0 + C 1T +

c 2 T 2 + c 3T 3

Density = Constant
Normally any consistent set of units can be used
with a finite element program.
One copy of the INVRS program was labeled (INVRS Special) and this program used thermal resistivity as a
cubic function of temperature instead of thermal conductivity.

INVRS - Special converted the resistivity to

conductivity and changed the units from British units to
metric units.
The inverse solution is found by iteration and the
material properties are updated after each iteration.
The iteration is completed when the solution for each
time step changes less than .5% between iterations.
When using future times, iteration between time steps
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may be required.

The number of material property itera-

tions must be specified.
A.

Transient Analysis
The following set of cards is required for each

problem to be analyzed.
1.

Identification Card (36A2):
Columns

1-72

This card is used to identify
the problem being analyzed.

2.

Control Card
Columns

1-5

(7I5, E15.6, FS.O, IS, FlO.O):
Number of nodal points
( 50 0 maximum)

6-10

Number of elements (500
maximum)

11-15

Number of convective boundary
conditions (500 maximum)

16-20

Geometry option,
0 for plane problem
1 for axisymmetric problem

21-25

Number of different materials
(4 maximum)

26-30

Numbe r o f time i n cre ments

31-35

Print out interval

36-50

Time interval size

51-55

Pri nt input data option,
0.0 no print
1.0 print input data
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56-60

Material property iteration
option, program defaults to
no iterations

61-70

Reference temperature,
initial temperature of body

3.

Material Property Cards

The following group

must be supplied for each material.
a}

First Card
Columns

(IlO, 4Fl0.0}:

1-10

Material identification
number
Reference temperature con-

11-20

ductivity
Reference temperature heat

21-30

capacity
31-40

Density

41-50

Rate of heat generation per
unit volume

b)

Second Card

(4F20.5}

Coefficients of con-

ductivity equation
Columns

c)

1-20

Constant coefficient

21-30

Linear coefficient

31-40

Quadratic coefficient

41-50

Cubic coefficient

Third card

(4F20.5}

Coefficients of heat

capacity equation
columns

1-20

Constant coefficient
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4.

21-30

Linear coefficient

31-40

Quadratic coefficient

41-50

Cubic coefficient

Nodal Point Cards

(2I5, 3Fl0 .0):

Columns

1-5

Nodal point number

10

Specified temperature or
flux option,
0 specified heat flow
1 specified temperature

11-20

X or R coordinate

21-30

Y or Z coordinate

31-40

Specified heat flow or temperature (For an axisymmetric
body the total heat flow on a
one radian segment)

Nodal point cards are input in numerical
sequence.

Omitted nodal point cards are genera-

ted at equal intervals along a straight line
between the specified nodal points.

For genera-

ted nodes the heat flow is specified as zero.
The coordinate system (X,Y or R,Z) must be
a right handed system.
5.

Element Cards
Columns

(6I5):

1-5

Element number

6-10

Nodal point I

11-15

Nodal point J
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16-20

Nodal point K

21-2S

Nodal point L

(Blank or L=K

indicates a triangular element)
26-30

Material identification number
(Default to material number 1)

Nodal point numbers (I,J,K,L) must be
ordered in a counter clock direction around each
element.

Maximum difference between nodal point

numbers is 20.
Element cards are input in numerical sequence.

Omitted element cards are generated by

incrementing the nodal numbers of the previous
element.

The material identification number for

generated elements is the same as the previous
element material identification number.
6.

Convection Boundary Cards

(2IS, 2Fl0 .0)

One

card must be supplied for each boundary element.
Columns

7.

1-S

I boundary nodal point

6-10

J boundary nodal point

11-20

Convective coefficient h

21-30

Temperature of external fluid

control card for Inverse Solution
Columns

1-S

(SIS, FlO.O)

Number of future times
(Defaults to no future times)

6-10

Number of measured points
(Defaults to one measured
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point.
11-lS

Maximum number is 4.)

Maximum number of iterations
per time step (Defaults to 20
iterations)

16-20

Number of material property
iterations with a time step
(Defaults to no iterations)

21-2S

Number of nodal points on the
boundary with the unknown surface function (Defaults to
two nodal points)

26-3S

Parameter to check convergence
of solution (Default .S%)

8.

Unknown Surface Function Nodal Points

(lOIS)

Input the points along the boundary that the
unknown

surface function is on.

Input ten

nodal point numbers per card.

9.

Measured Data Nodal Points (lOIS)

Input ten

nodal points per card.

10.

Measured Internal Temperatures

(MFlO.O)

for each time interval in the solution.

One card
The in-

put format will accept up to four measured points
per card.
Columns

1-S

First measured nodal point
temperature

6-10

Second measured nodal point
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temperature
ll-15

Third measured nodal point
temperature (If required)

16-20

Fourth measured nodal point
temperature (If required)
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APPENDIX D
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND WIRING DIAGRAMS

This appendix consists of lists of equipment, a
general layout sketch, a general electrical block diagram
and wiring diagrams for the circuits designed and built in
the RMERC.
LIST OF EQUIPMENT

DC Micro Volt ammeter

model 425 AR, Hewlett
Packard, Palo Alto, Calif.

Watt meter

model Univ. NOU 21673,
Sensitive Research, The
Singer Co., Bridgeport,
Conn.

Eight channel recorder

Speedomax G, Leeds &
Northrup Co. ,
Philadelphia, Penn.

Two channel recorder

Speed Servo II,
Easterline Angus

Strain gage

WK-03-500BH-350 with
option B87, MicroMeasurements, Romulus,
Mich.
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Temperature Gage

BLH type RTP-50-FlO
resistance gage, BLH
Electronics, Waltham,
Mass.

Thermocouple wire

SPCH-005 chromel wire,
SPAL- 005 alumel wire,
Omega Engineering,
Stanford, Conn.

Power control

Transtat voltage regulator, Radio Engineering
Laboratories, American
Transformer Division,
New York, N.Y.

Power switch

115 Volts, 30 amps.,
General Electric,
purchased locally
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DRESSER BASALT CYLINDER
HEATER POWER INDICATOR
VOLTMETER

-+l~t---THERMOCOUPLE

RECORDER

. .....
. . . ..
'.

~

0

---------

-

:_:~-STRAIN GAGE AND
o ::
TEMPERATURE GAGE

0

CALIBRATOR

STRAIN GAGE AND TEMPERATURE GAGE RECORDER

Figure 24

General Equipment Layout
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MAIN
CIRCUIT
I ~~60="':::::::1~K ER

!THERMOCOUPLE

STRAIN GAGE

r

POWER CONTROL TRANSFORMER

~ WATT
METER

AMPLIFIER

I I

KANTHAL
HEATER

I

*

WHEATSTONE*
BRIDGE

RECORDER
4 CHANNEL

AMPLIFIER * ....,__
RECORDER
2CHANNEL

TEMPERATURE
GAGE

* CIRCUIT DESIGNED
Figure 25

CONSTANT *
CURRENT
SOURCE

AMPLIFIER

AND BUILT BY ELECTRONICS SHOP

General Electrical Block Diagram

•

RMERC
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R 1=72.6K

+ 15V DC

GROUND -15V DC

sl

CHANNEL I
R2 = 144.9K

52
~=732

K
53

Cr
300K

AI

R4
Cr

ox
-IN
+IN

oy

v+
COM

TERMINAL STRIP ON
HART RECORDER

vOUT

I

---,

z

BURR BROWN 3621K

A2
I

I. ONLY CHANNEL I IS SHOWN, CHANNEL 2 THROUGH 4

ARE SIMILAR
2. A1 6

~

ARE THERMOCOUPLE CONNECTIONS

3. ONE THERMOCOUPLE IS PLACED INSIDE THE TEST
SPECIMEN AND ONE THERMOCOUPLE IN AN ICE-WATER
MIXTURE
Figure 26 Thermocouple Schematic

DPST SPRING LOADED
PRESS TO MAKE

I

J

BNC MOUNTED ON FRONT PANEL

:
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15V DC

24.8K

-15V DC

v•
BURR
_ N BROWN
3621K

(J

Q

>

IK
COM

5K

o-=y

-(!)

A 1 THROUGH A4

ARE STRAIN GAGE CONNECTORS

®

THE COMPLETION RESISTORS FOR THE BRIDGE
ARE TO BE MOUNTED ON A TERMINAL STRIP AS
CLOSE TO THE STRAIN GAGE AS POSSIBLE

®

USE SHIELDED CABLE (STRAIN GAGE CABLE) TO
GO FROM UNIT TO TERMINAL STRIP

@

R1 THROUGH R4 ARE LABELED ON CIRCUIT BOARD

Figure 27

Strain Gage Schematic

®

DPST (SPRING LOADED) PRESS TO MAKE
MOUNTED ON FRONT PANEL

®

DPDT, TENSION COMPRESSION SWITCH,
MOUNTED ON FRONT PANEL

0
®

BANANA MOUNTED ON FRONT PANEL
BNC MOUNTED ON FRONT PANEL
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+15V DC

GROUND

IK

v+~--~1---~~~
COM~--~~--~~-L~~-

~

IOK

BURR
I BROWN V o-+---+--+---........-=-----='--,____;_--+.o 3400AOU 10-f--.......,.-:r----------4--'----ta

'a
I()

0

zo-+....#\1\.Jt.r-..J

q
240.0.

CD

s1a s2

® USE Si

MOUNTED oN FRONT PANEL
DIODES , Veb= .6 Volts

@

C1 8 c2 ARE PLACED CLOSE TO THE
AMPLIFIER

@)

~8 R4 ARE LABELED ON THE CIRCUIT
BOARD

Figure 28

@

DPDT SPRING LOADED PRESS TO CONNECT Rs
INTO CIRCUIT

~ BANANA MOUNT ON FRONT PANEL,
TEMPERATURE GAGE INPUT

0

ZERO ADJUST MOUNTED ON FRONT PANEL

@

BNC MOUNTED ON FRONT PANEL

Temperature Gage Schematic

